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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

If you’ve got your “Good Oil”, you couldn’t

Dean Watson has posted out a parcel of Sup.
Regs., so hopefully we will have a bumper
entry.
The forms are also on Page 19 of this edition
of The Good Oil.
Class ‘C’ will be run again, despite the
oversight in the Sup. Regs.
We are opening the door to Period 6, so we
will see if the interest is as strong as we have
been told.
So, put the word out there and let’s get
excited about this meeting.

help but know about the excellent efforts of
our members and the other South Aussies at
the National Titles in W.A.
Congratulations to all for travelling so far to
compete and do well.
Now it’s on to our State Titles. Don’t forget
that entries close tomorrow [Friday 22nd] so
don’t let yourself miss out.
Even if you are only a 50/50 chance, put your
entry in because we will willingly refund you
if you have to cancel.

Trevor Henderson, President
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THE GOOD OIL

TREV’S TITBITS – A GOLD STAR FOR ME

This month I've got into the shed to seriously

I was planning to go to the recent classic
speedway night at Gillman but the date
clashed with my daughter Nicolle's 40th
birthday.
When your kid turns 40 it makes you think a
bit about life.

work on the BSA Gold Star.
I've turned it from a road bike to a racer with
a smaller tank, proper racing seat, rear-sets
and clip-on handlebars.
I guess the purists would call it a makeover
but it works for me and I will be out again on
the track for our State titles in December.
Like all these projects it was a good and bad
experience but I can say that my welding has
improved out of sight.

Thumbs Up and Change Right
Trevor Henderson #55

WINNERS IN THE WEST

South Australians won a swag of trophies at

Chris Hayward put in some of the best rides
of his racing to finish fourth in the Period 5
Forgotten Era Senior on his 1980 Yamaha
SR500 and sixth in the Period 5 Forgotten Era
Junior on his 1977 Yamaha TZ.
The talk of the meeting was the titanic battles
between South Australians Levi Day and Jack
Wright.
Levi had jetted in from a season of
professional racing in the UK to get
acquainted with Barbagallo at a meeting the
week before. Jack had never raced there. Levi
was on Jerry Kooistra’s rapid Hondas, now
owned by Ron Angel. Jack was on a Manx.
When Levi broke down in the final race, Jack
pounced to win the championship. Jack had
ridden out of his skin lap after lap to make up
a power deficit.
Danny Ahern was 8th in the points, Adrian
Wright 11th and Greg Kennedy rode well all
weekend to finish just outside the top 10.
Levi Day was unbeatable in the Period 3
Junior Classic, again setting a new lap record.
Hard luck story of the meeting was John
Inkster, who broke a crankshaft on his 1962
Aermacchi in the first practice session.
Photos of the event can be found at
https://www.facebook.com/HCMCWA

last weekend’s Shannons 2013 Australian
Historic Road Racing Championships at
Barbagallo Raceway, Wanneroo, Western
Australia.
Register member Simon Cook held off a
determined and consistent Rex Wolfenden to
become the Period 4 Post Classic Unlimited
national champion.
It was a case of the young master taking on
the old pro as Rex has built most of the hot
Hondas in this class.
Both riders were on 1972 Honda CB750
four-cylinders and were separated by just
three points after three races.
Joe Ahern won two of his three races to be
crowned Period 3 Classic Unlimited
champion on his 1962 Norton Atlas 750. He
had battled ignition issues early in the
meeting that threatened to derail his weekend.
Mount Gambier rider Adrian Wright finished
sixth overall on his Manx Norton and
Register member Dan Gleeson was a very
creditable ninth on his 1960 Domi.
He didn’t lay a spanner on it all weekend and
is racing at the Collie Motorplex, 200km
south of Perth, this weekend.
Danny Ahern finished 10th overall, after a
DNF in race 1 when a plug lead dropped off.

Hamish Cooper
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THE GOOD OIL

Minutes of the General Meeting of the Historic Motor Cycle Racing Register of
SA held at the MSA clubrooms on Thursday 17 October 2013.
The meeting opened at 8.00pm.
Apologies:
Visitors:
New members:
Minutes of previous meeting:
Business arising:

Dean Watson, Len Dyson, Ronna Fisher.
Alan Williams – Tiger by the Tail Tours - (Guest presenter)
Proposed Danny Ahern, seconded Phil Baughan Carried.
None.

Reports:
President’s report
 Trevor welcomed Alan Williams, the guest speaker for the meeting to talk about
Thailand motorcycle tours.


Pleased to see that 26 members attended the meeting.

Secretary’s report
 Chris spoke about the upcoming MSA awards night and the various award
categories. Members were invited to consider nominating any worthy club member.
Treasurer’s report
 In Dean’s absence Trevor read the report.
Comp Secretary’s report
 Dan reported that the Supplementary Regulations for the State Titles in December
will be available for distribution later in October.


Trophies and selection of officials will be finalised by late October



Feedback re the joint HMCRRSA/Ducati Owners Club ride day at Mallala has been
very positive with further events likely for 2014.



37 HMCRRSA members attended the ride day.



There is a need for more volunteers from HMCRRSA to assist in the running of
these ride days.

MSA Committee
 Phil reported that the MSA Awards night is scheduled for 30 November.


Road racing will be represented but Phil encouraged reps from the historic road
racing fraternity to also attend. This has been lacking in the past.



Notification of the venue to be confirmed soon.
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THE GOOD OIL

Road Race Committee
 Rider gradings for 2014 have been finalised. This is unlikely to impact historic
riders who are mass graded as ‘C’ grade


Phil discussed the letter send by Dan to MSA re the replacement of flag marshals
during the recent Mac Park event. The replacement track light system was
considered to be a retrograde step with greater potential for rider injury.



A general discussion followed with the general consensus that the total replacement
of flag marshals by the track warning light system is not supported. It was agreed by
the meeting that track marshals will be used during the HMCRRSA’s running of the
upcoming State titles in December.



MA has scheduled a national “come and try” day on the 3rd Saturday in February
2014.



There will be change to the eligibility for C20 bikes next year extending the cut-off
from earlier than 2000 to 30 December, 2003.



Terry O’Neil was recently interviewed on ‘Speed Week’.



A small number of historic riders have gained championship points as a consequence
of their participation at the recent Mac Park race meeting.

General business
 Trevor announced the HMCRRSA out pointed the Atujara club for the Les Diener series
during the recent Mac Park race meeting.


A historic speedway race meeting is scheduled on 24 -25 October at Gilman.



A ride day is scheduled for Tailem Band on 27 October.



There will be a swap meet at the Strathalbyn greyhound race track this coming Sunday.



A ride day is scheduled at Mallala this coming Saturday.



There will be no ride days at Mac Park during October but there will be two in November,
on the 2nd and 30th.
At this point Trevor closed the meeting and introduced our guest speaker Alan Williams,
who presented a slide show to members highlighting motorcycle tours in Thailand.

Meeting closed at 9.00pm.
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THE GOOD OIL

Minutes of the Committee Meeting of the Historic Motor Cycle Racing Register
of SA held at the Kensington Hotel on 15 October 2013
The meeting opened at 7.30pm
Present:
Trevor Henderson, Danny Ahern, Chris Hayward, Dean Watson, Neil Watson, Stuart
Penn, Bob Balestrin.
Apologies: Geoff Grant, Paul Walker.
Minutes of previous meeting:
These were read and moved for acceptance by Dan, seconded by Dean. Accepted
unanimously via show of hands
Business arising:
The meeting primarily focused on issues re the upcoming State titles meeting at Mac Park in
December. Therefore standing reports were not given during the meeting.
General business:
Dan suggested that the club place a ½ page advertisement for our State titles meeting in the
next edition of Old Bike magazine. The meeting unanimously supported this proposal.
The design of the poster for the event was discussed. It was agreed that Dan and Stuart
would liaise re this.
Dan said that he would like to take copies of the poster to WA during the national titles
event in November.
The Supplementary Regulations for the State titles event in December have been approved.
Dan agreed to hand out copies to riders at the upcoming Southern Classic meeting at
Broadford and will email copies to riders who had previously entered this event.
Dan expected the program to be completed within the next couple of weeks.
Selection of key officials for our State titles was discussed. It was agreed that we would
approach the following personnel to fulfil the necessary roles.
 Wayne Bradley – Race Stewart
 John Painter – Clerk of Course
 Doug Dukes – Track Announcer
 Margaret Trotter – Race Secretary
 Phil McGee or Trish Rigby – Starter
 John Kroon – Pit Gate
Trevor agreed to contact the Mt Gambier Club and discuss availability of local flag
marshalls and to confirm the Official Starter.
Dan agreed to follow up Revolution Timing re transponders for the meeting.
Trevor agreed to co-ordinate the team for machine scrutineering.
It was agreed that we would acknowledge the members of the Ducati Riders Club who
helped out during the running of the recent Mallala ride day by presenting them with
complementary movie tickets.
The committee supported a proposal to repeat the provision of labelled wine bottles for
competitors at our State Titles meeting at Mac Park.
Dan agreed to liaise with Paul Walker re the availability of wine stocks for this purpose.
Dan also agreed to contact the trophy supplier and report back during the next Committee
meeting in October.
Meeting closed at 9.30pm
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THE GOOD OIL

SOUTHERN CLASSIC: BROADFORD, OCT 26-27

Competition Secretary Danny Ahern reports on one of the oldest classic
motorcycle meetings in Victoria. As much as racing is an end in itself, so is the
whole experience of getting there and back. Often there is a secret agenda in the
back of the mind of the man in the van on the road with a plan.
Keen to get racing again after the winter layoff and having had a good weekend at Mac Park over
the Labour Day weekend, I was looking forward to getting to Broadford.
Betty was keen to join me. She loves Broadford, catching up with our Victorian friends plus she
loves the viewing opportunities that this great circuit has along with the “camp at the track” deal.
I had booked two pit bays but with Joe a non starter, I had offered David Short my spare bay,
which he took up and we all enjoyed each other’s company. Chris Hayward (pictured above at full
noise during the meeting) along with his partner Kim were alongside us in the next bay.
On the way to Broadford I had a bike to look at with some keenness, so we made a mile to a town
some 70km short of Broadford, Woodend. We found a spot to pull up and have a kip late Thursday
night, then we were soon on the doorstop of Larry, who had his Ducati for sale. I got to have a look
and a ride on said piece of tackle. It may have been 3C and the cold went straight through the jeans
but that doesn’t put off people who love Ducatis.
We had a chat, Betty and I went into the village for a warm drink and for me to consider things. I
rang a couple of Ducati friends to chew the fat then in the end decided to have a sleep on it. Of
course the trailer only had one bike in it so there was plenty of room for a bike passenger on the
return trip home (editor’s note: there’s always method in the madness in these situations).
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THE GOOD OIL

Got to track mid morning to get a huge surprise, the WA contingent were there and parked two
bays from where I would be all weekend. Amongst them were Eddie Preston, his partner Elke and
Harry Reynolds. For those who do not know, Harry is whom I bought my G50 from. Their friend
Ziggy was there with his Laverda. Wow what a great surprise, we spent lots of time chatting,
reminiscing and enjoying each other’s company. We all ended up camping next to each other. In
just a few weeks I would be racing on their home turf.
I had a couple of sessions on the track to blow the cobwebs out, which paid off and I qualified
better than what my finishing spots would be on the race days.
The entries were strong with around 18 and 20 entries in the Classic 500 and Unlimited Classic
fields. Bob Rosenthal (a top Aussie racer in the late 1970s-80s) had the 500 races fairly much to
himself with Lyall Williamson and Laurie Turnbull keeping him honest. I had a ball, often amongst
four or five other bikes swapping places a plenty.
I raced the G50 in the Unlimited races too and had qualified 5th. The grunt of the big bikes tended
to get me at the starts and I’d be gentle on turn one watching the sometimes close misses in front of
me. All in all plenty of races and I was pleased with my efforts.
I also caught up with Bert Skuce and as always enjoyed being with him. I had him retell some of
the story over tea on Friday night of his passion of building his Konig. Wow. The final days of the
Continental Circus described for me by a participant who survived it all. By the way, Bruce races
with a chain around his neck that has a disc on it describing his blood group. He’s had that since the
old days. What a guy.
Chris Hayward was to have a trouble-free weekend on his SR500 Yamaha, well almost. The only
trouble he had was Dave Nicholson on his TT500 road racer. Dave managed to beat Chris once all
weekend, but the racing between them was just fantastic to watch.
My friend Alec Simpson was sharing my pit space with me. One of the flight controllers at
Tullamarine, he limits his ground control to a TT2 600 Ducati. He never touched it all weekend and
won his class. Good on you Alec.
Dave Short (pictured below) had a gremlin with his LC with a pair of cracked pistons. Lesson
learnt: only use Yamaha pistons in Yamaha motor. Dave worked before and after tea Saturday night
to have it all sweet for Sunday.

At the Saturday night BBQ, Betty and I
had a few people over, including Dave Bunnet and his partner Penny. Dave still campaigns what
was the old Terry McBride BSA 350. He’s had that for a while now!
Sunday racing saw fine weather again. A few bikes went down, with a WLA rider losing his whole
springer front end in one incident. All in all another great weekend put on by the HMRAV.
Betty and I headed out of the Broadford complex a little earlier than usual. We had a Ducati to pick
up. Yes, I am now the proud owner of a Monster 800 S2R and managed to squeeze a good Hills ride
in back home before heading off to the national titles in WA.
Pics by Mark Abram: https://www.facebook.com/MarkAbramPhotography
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LIFE IN THE CUPBOARD: THE SLOW ROAD HOME

Geoff gets kinda legless in Edinburgh

After the Isle of Man TT experience, explained in the last The Good Oil, we pointed the camper
north for a totally non-motorcycling experience that involved delving into my family’s history.
We had a meeting with the Jacobite Express. For those who are not aware I also have a passion for
trains and the Jacobite Express was one of the steam train rides on my bucket list. We had a
fantastic day on the train, catching it at Fort William (Scotland) and going all the way to Mallaig
and back. Along the way it crosses the famous Glenfinnan viaduct (famous because it was used in
some movie about a guy called Harry Potter!).
After that we wandered up along Loch Ness and didn’t see any monsters but found some
magnificent camping spots. Then we stopped at Culloden Field, which was a very moving
experience. To stand where around 2000 men died in less then an hour and to know that some of
those men were my predecessors was really emotional. (Editor’s note: In 1964 the BBC recreated
this last battle waged on British soil. It was the world’s first dramatised documentary and you can
see excepts of it on youtube at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e2BVeAz4Vzg)
But the visit to the Glenfiddich distillery was quite a different “emotional” experience with several
free samples at the end followed by Barbara’s free samples (‘cos she doesn’t like scotch  ). Oh,
and I am sure that with a bit of effort I could find the link between my family and the Grant family
that owns and operates Glenfiddich!
It was then on to Edinburgh and visits to its castles, palaces and amazing architecture as well as a
place called the Camera Obscura. This is a pinhole camera set up in 1850 by which the builder
(Maria Short) used to observe life in Edinburgh. It actually could focus on people in the street and
in surrounding buildings. While the camera itself is quite amazing the rest of the display is equally
awesome with a mirror maze (yes, obviously we found our way out!) and quite an array of illusions.
We also visited an amazing piece of engineering known as the Falkirk Wheel – Google it.
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THE GOOD OIL

Next leg was a quick drive down to Newcastle and on to a ferry to Amsterdam. Well, the
Netherlands is a very flat, wet country. Lots of water and raining all at the same time so we kept
moving, drove across the longest (many kms) causeway I have every seen (which was actually a bit
scary with side wind on the motorhome and water each side) and hit Germany with it still raining.
A quick visit to Hamburg and Miniatuer Wonderland - the world’s biggest model railway, which as
well as a lot of trains (from all parts of the world) had some very interesting scenes. The airport for
example regularly had planes landing and taking off and there was a neat scene where a truck that is
pootling along a highway suddenly stops and smoke oozes from its trailer. At the same time a
number of emergency vehicles race to the truck whilst the rest of the traffic stops. A few seconds
later the smoke stops and traffic resumes as normal – really quite fantastic modelling. As a railway
modeller I was fascinated with the size of this railway (several rooms and two storeys of an old
warehouse) and the amount of maintenance that must be involved in several hundred trains running
all day every day. Again, Google it…
From there Luneberg was an interesting visit. Do you remember the old rhyme that went
something like, “There was a crooked man, who built a crooked house…”? The whole of Luneberg
town was built straight and slowly twisted itself as locals mined the salt from underneath. It was
weird to stand in the church, which has about six columns down each side at various angles to each
other… How this could happen without something breaking is amazing.
It was at Luneberg that we had one of those experiences that restores your faith in humanity. A
woman who thought that we looked lost and then assisted us to find a certain place ultimately
invited us back to her place to let us use her shower and then cook us dinner before assisting us to
find a fantastic camp spot for the night.
From Germany we headed into Poland (Barbara’s ancestral home) where we lobbed on our Couch
Surfer hosts. Those of you who were at the September club meeting will have heard me mention
Couch Surfing. Well, check it out on the Net (or chat to me). It is how Barbara and I can afford to
travel like we do – free accommodation, great social contact, local knowledge and, ultimately, for
many of them, great longer term friends.
In Poland we saw magnificent churches and other very old buildings (including getting the
opportunity to climb into the ceiling of a 700-year-old church – the first time that the public had
been allowed to do this) as well as visiting some of the highs and lows of Poland (i.e. summer rock
and dance festivals and the concentration camps from the war). Our CS hosts were fantastic and
organised lots of things for us including a ride on a WWII army tank – which clearly demonstrated
how “overprotective” we are in Australia. The safety instruction was, “Hang on tight” and then we
were away over jumps, doing donuts, diving into lakes and over cliffs. We hung on tight! And
came off with sore arms and bruises across our butts! But we had a ball.
In Krakow we also saw another example of entertainment that would not be allowed in Australia.
There was stage and a crane. The dancers performed on stage and then were hauled aloft by the
crane using various trapeze-type apparatus. The really amazing part was that the crane not only
lifted the trapeze around 50m to 70m but also swung them out over the crowd with no safety ropes
or nets. In one scene there were eight girls hanging on to pieces of fabric and dangling from a frame
held up by the crane! Then the crane swung its trapeze over near the 900-year-old clock tower so
that the dancers could make a great shadow theatre on the tower.
From Poland we visited the Czech Republic (we drove across four countries in one afternoon).
Then it was on to Switzerland. We usually choose to travel back roads rather than main roads and
doing this in Switzerland led us over the San Bernadino pass (this involved almost an hour of
climbing in first gear) which provided some fantastic views (and lots and lots of motorcyclists
enjoying the winding roads) before we plunged down toward Italy to meet Barbara’s son and his
wife. We were very “cosy” with four people in our little motor home for a couple of weeks.
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THE GOOD OIL

Rome should be on everyone’s bucket list. The Colosseum is just amazing. It is like taking turn
one at Phillip Island flat out for the first time - no pictures or film can prepare you for it! It is so
high, so well designed and so, well, amazing… You just have to see it to believe it. Oh and there
are some other amazing things around Rome too!
We visited Venice, and yep, lots of water there too but in a very different way – we really enjoyed
Venice. Oh, and had the best pizza ever there. It was very cheap and just excellent. From Venice
we headed across toward Florence but along the way visited the Ferrari museum and tried to visit
the Ducati museum and factory but the museum had a hand-written note on the gate which said,
“Sorry, it is August and we are on holiday so the museum and factory are closed. Please come
some other time.” We were very disappointed. But this really did sum up Italy though. Most
businesses did not open their doors until 10ish, they would work until about 12ish, have lunch and
siesta, open their doors again any where from 3 to 5 and remain open until perhaps 7ish and then
simply shut their doors for August.
After we left the kids in Florence, Barbara and I did a quick run by the leaning tower of Pisa and
then headed north again. We did not have a lot of time now before we had to be at the airport in
London so some quick sightseeing as we drove up the Romantic Road in Germany, which included
the Neuschwastein Castle (yep the one that Walt Disney based his castle on) and a couple of walled
towns (one built in the crater left when an asteroid hit earth a long time ago). We stopped off in
Cologne to padlock our love to the padlock bridge there and then skipped across to Calais to get on
Le Shuttle. Now this was an experience! Imagine sitting in your car (or in our case our campervan)
with the steering wheel in front of you and although the engine is off the vehicle is rocking around
as if it is in motion. Well that is because you are sitting in a vehicle which is in a train which is in a
tunnel which is under the sea. Kind of weird to get your head around.
(Editor’s note: Man, you’re a sidecar racer, this sort of stuff should be intuitive).
We quit the camper in London and jumped on our plane to Dubai for a three-day stopover on the
way home. Dubai is hot and humid but a delightful place, which we enjoyed a lot. We also went
on a four-wheel-drive trip out into the desert where we saw a sunset, rode a camel and finished the
evening with a Bedouin feast in a traditional setting which included a belly dancer .
We arrived home tired but with only three weeks to get it together for our next trip – but more on
that next time so, for now, that is all from The Cupboard.

An expat Aussie checks out Barbara and the van in Italy and Geoff and Barbara ride high in Dubai.

Geoff
geoffpgrant@hotmail.com
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THE GOOD OIL

FIVE MINUTES WITH HAMISH COOPER, NEW GOOD OIL EDITOR
HOW DID YOU GET THIS GIG? It took a crowbar and some light explosives to get the previous
editor out of the chair! Seriously, Les Bell did it for a decade and he was keen to pass it on. I was happy
to pick it up as an opportunity to give something back to the club. As journalism is hard to get into I’d
love to mentor a younger person in writing and producing The Good Oil so they get runs on the board.
WHEN DID YOU JOIN THE REGISTER? Soon after I moved with my wife, Helen, and kids
down from Balmain, Sydney, to the Adelaide Hills 20-something years ago I met the late, great Peter
Westerman out at Mallala. I wrote a feature on that register-organised event for The Classic Motorcycle
in the UK(see Page 13) and various other magazines; we kept in touch and he brought me into the club.
BEEN AROUND BIKES LONG? Yessir. Since 1971 when I bought a 1966 3TA Triumph. I’ve
been obsessed with motorcycles ever since. But I’m not alone. As a journalist I’ve been lucky enough to
meet quite a few other people with the affliction. I remember Charley Boorman telling me that when
he’s on the road and a bike approaches he tries to guess exactly what model and year it is. Sad to say,
I’ve been doing that all my life. But as much as I like writing about bikes I also like working on them.
TELL US A BIT ABOUT BEING A BIKE JOURNO. Well, I’m a freelance motorcycle writer so
that means I’m often existing just a couple of rungs above the poverty line. Even most motorcycle
magazine editors I work for around the world can’t afford the dream garage but we all get to ride some
great motorcycles (and some bad ones as well). We can’t be choosey. It’s a great lifestyle that has
involved a lot of travel over the years and the chance to ride in some fascinating parts of the world.

DONE ANY RACING? I’ve done some brisk riding in
races on the track but I’m not sure you’d actually call it racing. Having said that, three years swinging on
Ted Dexter’s old Atlas Domi outfit left me bruised for weeks so we must have been trying. We won a
couple of trophies at Mac Park and also took it to New Zealand for a grid of 38 chairs. Great days.
YOU’VE GOT A RACEBIKE? After building up a series of Triumph road bikes, then an eight-valve
Rickman-Weslake-Triumph café racer, I constructed (again with the help of many friends) an accurate
replica of the works Norton 500cc Lowboy Domiracer of 1961. It was more of a mental exercise than
anything as I soon found the commitment to race it was too much for me financially and time wise.
WHAT’S THE FUTURE THEN? I guess I’m in that category of person who is more into track
days and events like the Broadford Easter Bonanza. I think there are a lot of people around like that
now who are getting older and thinking racing’s a bit hard to do.
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CLASSIC WORLD
BIG MAC DOWN UNDER:

Isle of Man TT legend John McGuinness is the star attraction at January’s Phillip Island International
Challenge. The 20-times TT winner will be riding a special Honda-powered Harris-framed F1 for
Australia’s biggest classic event. It’s being prepared by UK team Challenge manager Roger Winfield,
who has worked so well with ex-GP racer Jeremy McWilliams over the past few years at Phillip Island.
But has anyone told him that Melbourne classic Honda guru Rex Wolfenden has spent the last year
developing his own Harris-framed Honda. His rider, Michael Dibbs, showed early potential on this
missile at last year’s Island Classic. Last weekend Dibbs blasted his way to a convincing win in the
national titles. He set pole, won all three races and established a new lap record at Barbagallo in the
Period 5 Unlimited Class. So it’s game on for Phillip Island on the Australia Day weekend.
SIX HOUR CELEBRATION:

The 2014 Broadford Bonanza at Easter will focus on the history of the Castrol Six-Hour race.
Organisers are seeking machines that actually competed in the original races, which ran from 1970 to
1987. There were classes for 250cc, 500cc, 750cc and Unlimited over the event’s history. A lot of the
bikes that raced must be lying around in sheds somewhere. If not, MA organizers are seeking posters,
leathers, programs and other memorabilia associated with this iconic event. The pic below shows Len
Atlee, winner of the first event on a Triumph Bonneville. He was lucky to beat the Honda four into
second place. It was the beginning of a new era in Australian racing.
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AUSSIE TT CENTENARY
The 100th anniversary of the first Australian motorcycle Tourist Trophy Race will be held at Goulburn
NSW next year.
Details, including the exact date, are still being finalised but the original event took place in April 1914
and was run over local public roads.
The Classic Riders Club of Goulburn, in conjunction with the ACT Veteran, Vintage and Classic
Motor Cycle Club ACT, will be conducting a classic motorcycle rally to celebrate the TT centenary.
Entry will be restricted to pre-1950 motorcycles and will incorporate a reliability trail over the original
TT course of approximately 33 miles on the first day. The next day involves a ride around the 1924 GP
course, which is about 85 miles.
More information and entries for the rally will be available later this year. Contact rally director
Romona Price by email on eprice4@bigpond.com or keep an eye on the Classic Riders Club of
Goulburn Club website http://www.classicridersclubgoulburn.com.au or the VVMCC of the ACT
Club website http://www.vvcmcc.org/
VICTOR HARBOR SWAP MEET
The Historic Motor Vehicles Club of Victor Harbor invites Register members to its Autojumble Swap
Meet to be held at Victor Harbor on Sunday, February 2, 2014.
The club invites members to attend individually or in a Club Run Event and to take part in the Show
and Shine, which offers a wide range of trophies.
For more information contact event co-ordinator Graham Withers by email at
grahamwithers@hotmail.com
RIDE ON:

Geoff Grant took another overseas holiday soon after coming back from Europe and the Isle of Man
TT. This time he took his sidecar and swinger, Victorian Brad Gorrie, to Hampton Downs in New
Zealand for the return leg of the Barry Sheene Oceania Challenge. The pair got third overall in their
sidecar class and added vital points to the Aussie team total in the process.
For a full report read our bumper December edition of The Good Oil next month.
NOTE: RIDE ON wants pictures of register members out on any motorcycle, any day, on the track or
not. Keep our dream alive. Please mail cooper.hamish@gmail.com
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2013 Dates

Date
14 – 15 December
28 – 29 December
24-26 January, 2014
16 March, 2014
18-20 April, 2014

Event
Cafe Club Championship
State Titles
Phillip Island Int Challenge
Collingrove Hillclimb
Broadford Bike Bonanza

Venue
Mallala
Mt Gambier
Phillip Island Vic
Collingrove
Broadford, Vic

For Sale/Wanted

Wanted

Kneeler outfit any power unit considered
(Buy or borrow) BSA Gold Star inlet cam
(65-2442, 65-2446 or other)
BSA A65-type rear brake drum (bolt-on sprocket)
Any Ducati single cylinder/350/narrow case
racing parts wanted. Particularly looking for
“soli”' rockers and a 38mm Amal Mk2 carb.

For Sale

Australian made 1hp 3 phase electric motor.
Forward and reversing switch. Runs nice.
Make an offer.
Yamaha DS7/RD250CC road racer. Good project,
would suit first time road racer.

Joffre Booth
0434104508
Trevor Henderson,
8384 5284
Trevor Henderson,
8384 5284
Phil 0419 403117

Ray Stevens
8332 5786
John Whallin
(08) 82480740
0414449082
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